EU green pass
under remote professional healthcare
supervision in telemedicine at a good
price, without queues and assuring
the service.

SOLUTION
Are you a factory, a sole trader, a driver, or a carrier, a service provider, or an operator
of a sports or entertainment center, or you just want to go to a theatre or a cinema...
Are you a company that just has to deal with the safety requirements around
COVID-19 every day. We are sure, we can help you.
We offer attractive conditions and individual processing to companies!
Simplify the management of claims and conditions around COVID-19 infection and take advantage
of an innovative, flexible, simple and safe solution that saves you not only time but also money.
Antigenic tests of employees, business partners and visitors no matter
where they are. Our process offers many advantages.
TIME SAVINGS AND FLEXIBILITY.
Thanks to the implementation of the reservation system, you can comfortably plan to perform an online test.
SECURITY.
There is no need to go to collection points, where it is often necessary to wait in line for hours.
CONTACTLESSNESS.
Waiting in queues where we are at great risk of potential infection.
Last but not least, this process also has a very positive ECONOMIC EFFECT, whether it is for expenses related
to the organization of testing or other costs, for example, for the requirements of the hygiene concept
around test sites.

SOLUTION

Thanks to set processes, AI-supported processes and expert assistance processes, we are able to perform
a very high number of online tests and certifications per day. We offer testing for individuals, companies,
authorities and other organizations. As mentioned above, our testing brings a number of benefits and
prevents unpleasant situations.
The tested one is tested from home and comes to work already tested. This can prevent unpleasant situations
such as cancelling meeting time, absence from work, or noting any event requiring proof of infection.
The whole system is subject to the highest level of data security according to the highest European standards.
Client privacy is a priority for us. We provide you with secure, encrypted access toa personal, or business account
in which you can manage tests, view, process, or export documentation.

We offer our clients the possibility to order other protective and hygienic products at attractive
prices and to benefit from our advantageous shopping conditions

ONLINE TEST
On our website

www.tele-medicine.it we offer an online test tool to perfor

a personal covid test using approved antigenic rapid tests from the European Union list.

Through our process, conducting a quick test in the privacy of the home
and professionally assessing our experts, everyone can receive an official
certificate of test result within one hour.
This can act as a ticket for all areas of social or economic life with a requirement to verify health. The quality of implementation, execution, and
identification of people in the online process corresponds to an
established procedure that is also used for tests in local test centers.
In the event of a positive result, the test person is informed of other necessary steps, such as the requirement to perform a PCR test to straighten
the result. In the case of an employee, the employer shall be informed so
that preventive steps can be taken to prevent possible infection. Depending on the requirements of the competent authority, the report may be
sent to the health authority.

HOW IT WORKS

PREPARATION
Register your account, prepare a voucher with an access code and an antigen test kit. Read instruction
manual of your testing kit and conditions of the video testing proces. The test kit must not be unpacked
before the test recording begins

IDENTIFICATION
Finish your identification process. Enter your necesary personal detail to pass thru identification
process. Use your voucher access code and go to the online testing.

PROCESSING
Perform the testing according to the conditions of the video testing process and according to the
manual of your test kit. Wait for test results. Usually 10-15 min. In case of a negative result,
download the certificate.

BENEFITS

From anywhere, conveniently and in 15 minutes
Independence on site, time flexibility, simplicity, safety and contactlessness.
No queues, no searches and no risks of infection in test centres
Easy solution for testing in no way whether you are doing the test from the comfort of your home
or hotel room abroad! The online test can be done practically from anywhere (from home,
from the beach, from the train, from the hotel), it is important to have a good internet connection.
Get an international certificate
You will receive an international certificate by e-mail, or you can download
it directly from our platform after testing is complete.

